
Gea
Back to nature





The first capsule in the 
world that combines 

compostability and
oxygen barrier with the 

excellent quality of
the coffee it contains.

Resulting from a long partnership
with NatureWorks®, the world’s first 

commercial-scale manufacturer of bioplastic, 
Gea is a technically advanced compostable 

capsule that meets the requirements
of the most demanding roasters.
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The Material

“100% Biobased„

Ingeo™ is certified for industrial 
composting systems according to 
EN-13432 (Europe) and ASTM D-6400 
(USA) standards.

Gea is a family of next generation compostable capsules 
made with Ingeo™️ PLA, a technical biopolymer derived 

from renewable vegetable resources.

Gea provides an elegant and simple way 
to return valuable coffee grounds to 
industrial compost while also eliminating 
the plastic waste from conventional 
capsules all without sacrificing the 
coffee’s taste and aroma experience.

A stable and over time reliable 
capsule designed to breakdown only 
under industrial composting conditions.



O2 O2

“High oxygen barrier„

Barrier Quality

The results of atmospheric oxygen permeability tests (O
2
TR) of the capsules 

with the “high barrier” option, are comparable to the results of FLO 
capsules with PP-EVOH-PP structure.

Compared to compostable capsules currently on the market, Gea capsules 
offer improved barrier to oxygen, which protects the organoleptic qualities

of the packaged coffee. The taste and aroma of the coffee are preserved, 
satisfying the needs of coffee roasters while ensuring an enhanced brewing 

experience for consumers.



The Taste Experience
Gea capsules have undergone rigorous testing to ensure they 

maintain the quality of the coffee they dispense. Results are equal 
to those of the best conventional capsules on the market.

The advanced production technology combined with the quality
of the Ingeo™️, material, creates an excellent taste experience 

for the consumer without sacrificing sustainability.

“Excellent coffee quality„



The name, graphics, and colors, used in the logo evoke the natural essence
of Gea: derived from the earth and designed to be returned to it.

GRAPHICS (OR ARTWORK)
In the logo graphics, a crown of stylized leaves gradually become smaller until they 
disappear mirroring the life cycle of plants from birth to returning to earth.

Inside the crown there is a stylized branch that is linked by colors and graphics to the 
FLO logo and to the renewable plant material from which Gea is made.

The branch is also embossed on the body of the capsule as a distinctive sign that, 
after use, the consumer can dispose of it with waste collected for industrial compost.

COLORS
A direct reference 
to Nature.

The Logo




